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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we present an efficient method to locate the forged parts in a tampered JPEG image. The forged region usually undergoes a different JPEG compression with the background region in JPEG image forgeries. When a JPEG image is cropped to another host JPEG image and resaved in JPEG format, the JPEG block grid of the tampered region often mismatches the JPEG block grid of the host image with a certain shift. This phenomenon is called non-aligned double JPEG compression (NA-DJPEG). In this paper, we identify different JPEG compression forms by estimating the shift of NA-DJPEG compression. Our shift estimating approach is based on the percentage of non-zeros of JPEG coefficients in different situations. Compared to previous work, our tampering location method (i) performs better when dealing with small image size, (ii) is robust to common tampering processing such as resizing, rotating, blurring and so on, (iii) doesn't need an image dataset to train a machine learning based classifier or to get a proper threshold.
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1. INTRODUCTION

With the popularity of easy-to-use image processing tools, image tampering operation becomes an easy trick for ordinary people. It's difficult to tell whether a given image is tampered by the naked eyes. The trustworthiness of photographs has an essential role in many fields, thus raise the issue of digital image forensics. What's more, locating tampered region seems to become more and more important, cause it gives straightforward evidence where the tampered regions are.

In recent years, various techniques have been proposed to expose tampering, including techniques for detecting artifacts of scaling [1], region duplication [2], etc. Some approaches locate the tampered region due to inconsistency of lighting [3], blurring [4], demosaicing artifacts [5], statistical correlation [6] and so on. Most of these techniques have achieved good performance on uncompressed images.

Since JPEG is the most widely used image format, forensic tools designed specifically for JPEG images become indispensable. Paper [7] describes a technique to detect whether the part of an image was initially compressed at a lower quality than the rest of the image. Some other techniques are developed to distinguish between single and double JPEG compression, such as [8][9][10][11]. However, the effective image size or the robustness of these methods is not so satisfying. Besides, most double compression detection methods need a lot of images to train a machine learning based classifier or to get a proper threshold. So, the effectiveness of approaches based on classifier is influenced by the selected image database more or less.

For the sake of tampering location, the approach should be robust to post processing operations such as scaling, rotating, blurring which make the tampered region fit well with the background. Besides, the effective image size is supposed to be as small as possible. In this paper, we focus on these two issues.

The proposed method locates the tampered region by detecting the presence of non-aligned double JPEG (NA-DJPEG) compression. Here, the aligned double JPEG compression is considered as a specific form of NA-DJPEG compression. In classical image splicing scenario, a region from a JPEG image is pasted on to a host image and then recompressed in JPEG format. The tampered region usually exhibit NA-DJPEG artifacts. If the tampered region undergoes some post-processing operations or the spliced image is cropped, the tampered region could be considered as singly compressed while the background region will still exhibit NA-DJPEG artifacts. Therefore, our work is based on the hypothesis that the tampered region undergoes different compression from the background region, which happens to most JPEG image forgeries. In comparison to previous work, our method is more stable when image size decreases. It is robust to common
tampering processing such as resizing, rotating, and blurring and so on. What’s more, the proposed method doesn't require an image dataset to train a classifier or to get a proper threshold.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we show the underlying clues of JPEG image forgeries. The NA-DJPEG is analyzed and then our method is presented in Section 3. Experiment designation and results are given in Section 4 to show the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed method. In the last section, a discussion and conclusion are provided.

2. JPEG IMAGE TAMPERING CLUES

2.1 Blocking Artifacts by JPEG Compression

The Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG) has been recommended as a standard compression scheme for continuous-tone still images. Lossy JPEG compression is a block-based compression scheme. During JPEG compressing, image is split into adjacent blocks of 8×8 pixels and each block is dealt separately. Quality factor (QF) is a parameter which determines the quality of JPEG image. It is well-known that JPEG compression will introduce some horizontal or vertical truncations into image. These truncations form an 8×8 grid. In Figure 1(a), the uncompressed image doesn’t have any blocking artifacts. After JPEG compressing, the blocking artifacts emerges. The 8×8 grid of Figure 1(c) is more obvious than Figure 1(b). The smaller the QF is, the more obvious the blocking artifacts is.

![Figure 1. JPEG images with different QF: (a) uncompressed image, (b) QF = 70, (c) QF=20.](image)

2.2 JPEG Image Tampering Model

Usually, the purpose of image tampering is to interpolate or conceal specific object in original image by copy-pasting. It has been noticed that when the copy-pasting is done, the 8×8 grid of the copied slice (red lines) can hardly be aligned with the block grid of the background region (gray lines), as shown in Figure 2(a).

![Figure 2. Tampering clues: (a) block artifacts of the tampered and background region before resaving; (b) block artifacts after resaving in JPEG format.](image)
The block artifacts after resaving in JPEG format is illustrated in Figure 2(b). The tampered region is misaligned with the final JPEG compression block grid (blue lines) by shift \((x_t, y_t)\), while the background region is misaligned with the final JPEG compression block grid (blue lines) by shift \((x_b, y_b)\). If the background region undergoes aligned double JPEG compression, i.e. \((x_b, y_b) = (0, 0)\), it’s regarded as a specific form of NA-DJPEG. Thus we can utilize the shift to locate the tampered region.

3. TAMPERING LOCATION BASED ON SAM

3.1 Characteristics of JPEG Coefficients

JPEG coefficients refer to the DCT coefficients after quantization, which can be extracted directly from the JPEG image file. According to [12], the number of zeros in JPEG coefficients is a critical feature to reflect the JPEG compression quality. Kai San Choi [13] have used the percentages of non-zero JPEG coefficients of the 64 DC/AC components as features to detect the source camera of a given JPEG image.

We now analyze the average percentage of zero JPEG coefficients in each component of the 8×8 DCT block. Let \(m\) represent the number of DCT blocks, and \(n(j)\) represent the sum of zero JPEG coefficients in the \(j\)th component. Then the percentage of zero JPEG coefficients in the \(j\)th component is as follows:

\[
p(j) = \frac{n(j)}{m}, \quad j = 1, 2, ..., 64.
\]  

and the average percentage of zero JPEG coefficients is:

\[
\text{AVERAGE} = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{64} p(j)}{64}.
\]  

From Figure 1, we can see that if we compress a BMP image into its JPEG counterparts with different quality factors, the percentages of the zero JPEG coefficients are different, i.e. the larger the quality factor, the better image quality and the less percentage of zero JPEG coefficients.

![Figure 3. The curve of AVERAGE to JPEG compression quality.](http://proceedings.spiedigitallibrary.org/)
quality factor QF to get image \( I_{\text{shift}}(x, y) \). In order to analyse the AVERAGE of image \( I_{\text{shift}}(x, y) \) under any shift \((x, y)\), we define the shifted AVERAGE map (SAM) of the given image \( I \) as:

\[
\text{SAM}(x, y) = \text{AVERAGE}(I_{\text{shift}}(x, y)), \quad 0 \leq x \leq 7, 0 \leq y \leq 7.
\]

SAM is a 8×8 matrix. For example, an original JPEG image \( I_{\text{ori}} \) (quality factor QF1) is recompressed by quality factor QF2 as a NA-DJPEG image \( I_{\text{NA-DJPEG}} \) with JPEG grid shift \((i, j)\). Figure 4 shows the SAM of \( I_{\text{NA-DJPEG}} \) with different shifts. We can find that the position of the peak value in SAM coincides with the JPEG grid shift of \( I_{\text{NA-DJPEG}} \). In Figure 4, the peak position \((0, 0)\) corresponds to aligned double JPEG compressed. Aligned double JPEG compression is treated as a specific form of NA-DJPEG here. Aligned double JPEG compression is a typical double JPEG compression which often occurs in the background region in a tampered image.

![Figure 4. The position of peak in SAM for different NA-DJPEG shift. (a) shift (5, 3); (b) shift (1, 6); (c) shift (0, 0).](image)

3.3 Tampering Location Algorithm

As described in Section 2.2, the JPEG block grid shift in the tampered region is usually different from the background. This is the key to locate the tampered region. Our proposed tampering location algorithm proceeds in three steps:

I. Divide the given image into overlapped image blocks in size of \( N \times N \) with step \( M \). Each image block is denoted by \( I_{N \times N}(x) \), where \( x \) represents the \( x \)th block.

II. Compute the SAM for each \( I_{N \times N}(x) \).

III. Note every \( I_{N \times N}(x) \) by the position of the AVERAGE peak in the corresponding SAM.

In the first step, we advise that the size of the image blocks \( N \) and step \( M \) should be an integer multiple of 8 to retain the 8×8 block structure caused by JPEG compression. Our algorithm is shown in Figure 5. For better illustration, we use a color map to represent all the shifts. Each block in \( I \) is corresponded with a color according to the peak position in the SAM of \( I_{N \times N}(x) \). Finally we can get the tampering location result of the given image.

![Figure 5. Tampering location procedure: (a) the given tampered image; (b) divide the given image into small blocks with \( M=256 \); (c) compute SAM for each block; (d) the tampering location result.](image)

Note that there is no classifier used in this algorithm, such as SVM or threshold detector. When training a classifier, the effectiveness of the classifier is dependent on the chosen dataset. In classifier-based cases, the selection of dataset is crucial, and the classifier trained by one dataset usually performs differently on another dataset. No need for
tremendous images to get the model (or the threshold) of a classifier means that our method doesn’t rely on a specific dataset, i.e. we don’t need to consider the source dataset for any given image in this paper.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we have conducted different experiments to testify the effectiveness of the proposed method. We selected a dataset containing 300 non-compressed TIFF images with the resolution of 1440×960. These images were taken in different light conditions and have various contents, including portraits, natural scenery, architecture, etc. These 300 TIFF images were compressed in JPEG format with quality factor $QF_1 = \{75, 80, 85, 90, 95\}$, decompressed, cropped by 64 shifts $(i, j) (0 \leq i \leq 7, 0 \leq j \leq 7)$ separately, and JPEG compressed with quality factor $QF_2 = \{75, 80, 85, 90, 95\}$. Finally, we generated $300 \times 5 \times 64 \times 5 = 480,000$ images to test.

First, we analyzed the effects of $QF_1$ and $QF_2$. Due to space limitation, we can not show all the accuracy of the 64 shifts under every $QF_1$ and $QF_2$. So, we computed the accuracy of each condition by average the accuracy of all the 64 shifts. The results are reported in Table 1. The accuracy in the case of $QF_2 > QF_1$ is much higher than in the case of $QF_2 \leq QF_1$. This is because the block artifacts of the previous compression is weakened after the post compression when $QF_2 \leq QF_1$. That is to say, the proposed method is not suitable for detecting the tampered images when $QF_2 \leq QF_1$.

Table 1. Average accuracy (%) of the proposed method under different $QF_1$ and $QF_2$ for block size 512×512

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$QF_1$</th>
<th>$QF_2$</th>
<th>75</th>
<th>80</th>
<th>85</th>
<th>90</th>
<th>95</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>25.3</td>
<td>68.7</td>
<td>98.7</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>27.7</td>
<td>83.7</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>28.3</td>
<td>97.7</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>19.3</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>19.3</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>28.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to locate the tampered region more accurately, the effective detecting size of image block is supposed to be as small as possible. In our experiment, the size of the image block ranged from 64 to 512. The accuracy of the proposed method was stable for different size of image block, as illustrated in Figure 6. When the image size decreased to 64×64, our method didn’t change much while the method in [15] dropped to 61.7%.

![Figure 6](http://proceedings.spiedigitallibrary.org/)  
*Figure 6. Comparison between our method and the method in [15] when $QF_1=85$ and $QF_2=95$.)*
Let us see how the proposed method performances in practical situations. Take a tampered image for example. In Figure 7(a), the given image was tampered by pasting a drawing to the wall, and resaved by quality factor 95 afterwards. The detection size \( N \) was set to 128 with the step \( M = 64 \). Figure 7(d) shows the tampering location result of our method. Most region of the result image is black, referring to the shift (0, 0), i.e. the aligned double compressed region which is treated as the non tampered region. So, the black part corresponds to the background of the given image. Besides the black part, we can also see colorful part in the result image, which located the tampered region of the given image. In Figure 7(d), the proposed method located the tampered region properly, while the result of method in [8] (Figure 7(b)) and [15] (Figure 7(b)) were less clear.

In order to cheating the human eyes, the tampering region often goes through some post-procession such as resizing, rotating, and blurring and so on. In Figure 8(a), the drawing was shrinked and rotated before pasting to the wall. Afterwards, the edge of the drawing was blurred. Our method proved to be effective in this situation, as demonstrated in Figure 8(d).

After tampering, the forger may crop the region of interest in the image and resave it in JPEG format. In this situation, the tampered region still undergoes a NA-DJPEG compression different with the background. In this case, the approach in [8] was invalid while our method still worked, as illustrated in Figure 9. However, the result was not as satisfying as the results above. Because in the case of shift (0, 0), the detection accuracy is a little higher than in the case of other shifts.
5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented an efficient method to locate the forged part in a tampered JPEG image. This work is done under the hypothesis that the tampered region undergoes a NA-DJPEG compression different with the host image region, which happens to most JPEG image forgeries. The proposed method doesn’t need a classifier like a machine learning model or a threshold detector, which makes the proposed method independent on the image dataset. The experimental results have demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed method. Compared to the previous work in [15], our approach performances better when dealing with small blocks. This is important to precisely locate the tampered region. If the tampered image is cropped before resaving to JPEG format, the method in [8] can not work while our method shows a satisfying result. What’s more, the proposed method is robust to common tampering processing such as resizing, rotation, blurring and so on. Unfortunately, our method loses effectiveness when QF1 > QF2. We will try to solve this problem in future work.
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